
XY systems

handling across larger working areas.

RailRail systems are ideal for very large working areas. The BPL 
XY system consists of hanging parallel rails and smooth-
running transverse rails. Roosen BPL uses aluminium rails and 
carts with low rolling friction in order to reduce operator 
effort to a minimum. The dimensions of the rails, and there-
fore your working area, are free to choose. The vertical lifting 
movement is based on the pneumatic cable balancing tech
nology that can also be found in the BPL Flexiheffers. This 
means you get a quick, light and inexpensive solution with 
proven BPL technology. XY systems are also available in a 
standard design, or in a custom specific design.

Technical specifications

Maximum lift capacity    up to 600 kg
Lift height          up to 2500 mm
Work area         customised 
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ROOSEN BPL BV             ROOSEN INDUSTRIES
Industrieterrein Windmolenbos      Industrieterrein de Haagdoorn      
De Giesel 19 A Haelen (NL)        Kerver 1 5521 DA Eersel (NL)      
Tel. +31 (0)475 - 590100        Tel.  +31 (0)497 – 517171
Fax. +31 (0)475 – 590108       Fax. +31 (0)497 – 514469 

The business units from ROOSEN INDUSTRIES

ROOSEN Engineering B.V.                              
2D and 3D CAD engineering and 
co-development of machinery and 
products.
TEL +31 (0) 475 - 59 01 02

ROOSEN Mechatronica B.V.
Design, aDesign, assembly and testing of 
machinery and equipment.
TEL +31 (0) 497 - 51 71 71

ROOSEN Nederland B.V.
Serial production of machined  
parts in metal and plastic.
TEL +31 (0) 497 - 51 71 71

RROOSEN Laser N.V.
Cutting and bending of sheet and 
pipe material.
TEL +32 (0) 14 - 47 03 20

ROOSEN Fijnconstructie N.V.                               
(Robot) welding of sheet and con-
struction work.
TEL +32 (0) 14 - 47 03 20

ROOSEN India B.V.
Serial production of machined  parts 
in metal and plastic.
TEL +31 (0) 497 - 51 71 15

ROOSEN Nuclear Components bvba
TTurning of parts batches in special 
materials.
TEL +32 (0) 14 - 47 03 20

ROOSEN BPL
Ergonomic product handling sys-
tems and custom machinery.
TEL +31 (0) 475 - 59 01 02

ROOSEN België N.V.
Equestrian equipment; indoor and 
outdoor stables.
TEL +32 (0) 14 - 67 23 23
TEL +31 (0) 497 - 51 21 11

ROOSEN GmbH
EErgonomic product handling sys-
tems and custom machinery. 
Equestrian equipment; indoor and 
outdoor stables.
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In most companies, a large 
number of products such as reels, 
drums, boxes, crates, profiles or 
custom parts are handled and 
moved on a daily basis. Regularly, 
these products are simply too big 
and/or too heavy to easily be 
momoved around by hand. Whereas 
you may require the precision and 
control of manual handling when 
moving heavy loads. For more 
than 25 years, Roosen BPL BV 
has been developing and manu-
facturing high-value handling 
systems, from basic to highly 
custom made, that solve this 
challenge for you. Our handling 
systems are used around the 
world in the plastics industry, 
metal processing, chemical 

industry, food industry, logistics, 
packaging and automotive indus-
tries. The BPL balancers/lifting 
aids are based mainly on proven 
standards and will be adapted to 
meet your needs and require-
ments where necessary. In many 
cases, the gripper will be de-
signed and built specifically to 
your requirements. In order to 
achieve the best result, your 
work place and the handling pro-
cess will be assessed thoroughly 
upfront. The result: ergonomi
cally sound, preventing product 
damage and labour-saving work 
processes. We make every effort 
to exceed your expectations with 
our solutions for your handling 
situation.



BPL Master Balancer

Handling large loads with the utmost precision. 

TheThe Master Balancer is a lifting aid based on a fully rigid arm structure 
system. As a result, the system moves safely and accurately without 
swinging of the load, meaning the load can be manoeuvred controlled, 
safely and precise in every direction across the work area. In addition, this 
design allows loads to be handled eccentrically. Your load is not only lifted, 
it can also be rotated if required for example. This can be powered or manu-
ally operated and in multiple directions. The Master Balancer has been de-
signed with great ingenuity and as a result it does not have a counter-
weight. This makes it easily moveable because of no extra weight has to be 
moved. The special BPL Ergosteer ensures that operating the Master Bal-
ancer remains simple and ergonomic in both high and low positions.

Technical specifications 

Control           Acceleration control 
             (without weight adjustment)
             Conventional control 
             (weight-adjustable)
Maximum lift capacity    up to 1200 kg
Lift height         up to 1750 mm
Radius           2-5 meters
Installation        mobile or or suspended and moveable 
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BPL Flexiheffer

Light and flexible handling.

The pneumatic BPL Flexiheffer is a user-friendly, easily moveable cable balancer. The advantage of a cable balancer is not just the 
limited force required for operation, but also the limited cost of the system. The Flexiheffer is suitable for product handling that in-
volves the product being lifted from a point close to its centre of gravity. The BPL Ergosteer is specifically designed with the con-
venience of the operator in mind when bridging differences in height. The concept of the BPL Flexiheffer has been used
successfully for many years. The Flexiheffer is available 
in different load capacities and radii, and furthermore in 
a standard design, or in a custom specific design. We 
always offer the right solution, based on a handling 
concept that has proven itself in the market for many 
years. The balancer offers important safety measures 
which we can extend for you according to your require-
ments.

Technical specifications

Control          acceleration control 
            (without weight adjustment)
            Conventional control 
            (weight-adjustable)
Maximum lift capacity   up to 680 kg
Lift height        up to 2500 mm
Radius Radius          2-6 meters
Installation        mobile, suspended 
            and moveable
Surface treatment    painted steel, stainless steel 

BPL Compact Manipulator

Handling in a limited space.

TheThe BPL Compact Manipulator is a balancer with a rigid 
construction and a low building height, designed to 
your specifications. This combination of features en-
sures you can handle products effortlessly and out of 
their centre of gravity. The Compact Manipulator is 
therefore used in low height areas, such as under the 
platforms of machines or workplaces that are inacces-
sible to other handling systems. The Compact Manipu-
lator is also available in a standard design, or in a 
custom specific design.

Technical specifications

Maximum lift capacity   up to 400 kg
Lift height        up to 2000 mm
Radius          4 metres
Installation       mobile implementation, 
            rail bound and moveable
Surface treatment    stainless steel, painted steel 

BPL Fleximaster

Handling at great heights.

TheThe BPL Fleximaster is the best lifting aid for handling 
that requires a large lifting heights. This lifting aid com-
bines the technical advantages of a cable balancer 
(BPL Flexiheffer) with a balancer based on a rigid con-
struction (BPL Master Balancer). The right solution for 
you where great lifting heights are involved. As the op-
erator controls remain at the same height at all times, 
products can be positioned at all heights without any 
problems. This is especially practical if you want to 
make large stacks, for example. The Fleximaster is also 
available in a standard design, or in a custom specific 
design.

Technical specifications
Maximum lift capacity   up to 400 kg
Lift height        up to 2000 mm
Radius          up to 4 metres
Installation       stationary 
Surface treatment    stainless steel, painted steel 
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